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Whether your transaction is commercial or residential, you need 
technology that’s scalable and versatile enough to handle it 
efficiently. With AIM+® from Stewart, you have it – a powerful  
tool that streamlines

x  order entry   

x  lender integrations  

x  visual document preparation  

x  escrow accounting   

x  closing processes  

x  file tracking  

x  management reporting  

x  linked commitments  

x  eClosing readiness  

It’s also easy to use. All functions are integrated and accessible 
through a single point of data entry. Just enter the data once, and 
the information will flow throughout the entire application. Moreover, 
AIM+ is well-suited for both large- and small-office settings and can 
even be customized to your geographic location. 

x   Enjoy easier data entry by modifying labels in Order Information 
to match commonly used vocabulary.

x   Provide a more comfortable user experience by hiding fields or 
groups that are irrelevant to an office.

x   Tailor applications to a specific office by setting up default data 
in Order Information.

We’re constantly looking out for you 24 hours a day, seven days 
a week, by monitoring the hosting site’s network and building 
infrastructure to ensure proper functioning of your systems in a 
secure environment.  With AIM+, you’ll benefit from

x  Dedicated security engineers who ensure the latest security 
updates are installed and security threats are monitored  
until resolved

x  Internal inspectors and regular audits (SOC), to check that all 
policies and procedures are followed and maintained

x  Virus protection, spam management and simplified disaster-
recovery plans

No matter the complexity or breadth of your business technology 
needs, Stewart is ready to provide the solutions. AIM+ is the 
comprehensive tool for facilitating the entire closing process, not 
just today but for the business yet to come.

For more information, email smarttechnology@stewart.com; call 
our technology team at 866.608.6657; or contact me directly.


